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CONTRIBUTION OF 238 FISSIOJ.. TO THE 

FAST CHAIN RF.ACTION IN ENRICEED MIXTURES 
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L. Szilard 

The neutron balance in a fast neutron chain reaction maintained 

in a large mass of uranium enriched in 49 depends primarily on the number 

of neutrons emitted in the fission of 49 and on the contribution of fission 

of u238 to the chain reaction. The most favorable case for a maximum 

contribution of u238 is the case of a mixture of u238 with e small amount 

of 49 in the absence of any other elements which might slow down, by 

inelastic collisions or otherwise, neutrons. 

The contribution of u238 fission to such a fest neutron chain re-

action can be estimated on the basis of two experiments in the following 

manner: 

A sphere of uranium which is covered by cadmium is placed in the 
• 

center of a spherical cavity in a large paraffin block. A radium-boron 

neutron source is placed in the center of the uranium sphere and by measur-

ing the intensity of the indium resonance neutrons in the paraffin the total 

number of neutrons emerging from the uranium sphere is compared with the 

number of neutrons emitted from the radiun-boron source in the absence of 

the uranium sphere. A measurement of this type carried out by the group 

of B. Feld gave, for a J;iven sized uranium sphere, an increase ir the number 

of neutrors by a factor of [ = 1.053. This increase is due to neutroi"S 

produced in u238 by the boron neutrons. 

Another experiment carried out with the same urarium sphere was 

made in the following way: A radium-boron source was placed in the center 

of the uraniur:t sphere which was supported free in air removed from the walls 

end other scattering material and the number of fissions caused by the 
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radium-boron neutrons which emerged from the uranium sphere was observed. 

This number was found to be about · - .63% of the number obtained from the 

radium-boron source in the absence of the uranium sphere. 

From these two experiments we can now estimate if we make certain 

s implifyhg assumptions what would be the nur:tber of c::_; oC neutrons 1 iberated 

from u238 if one fast fission neutron were released in an infinite mass of 

urarium. In order to be able to conclude from these two experiments we have 

to assume that for the purposes of this estimate the spectrum of the fission 

neutrons is identical with the spectrur:J. of the radium-boron neutrons. V!e 

have further to assume that the properties of the neutron radiation which 

emerges from the uranium sphere and the properties of the neutron radiation 

emitted by the radiu:-a-boron source do not appreciably differ with respect 

to causing fission in u238 and with respect to undergo i~ inelastic collision 

in u23B • If these assumptions are made we may write for the total number 

of neutrons that would be liberated by fission neutron in an infinite mass 

of u238 

This is probably a pessimistic estimate and the number to be 

expected is larger for the following reasons: By comparing radium-beryllium 

neutrons with radium-boron neutrons it was found that these two neutron 

spectra do not appreciably differ with respect to cross section for inelastic 

collision in u238 or with respect to fission cross section in u238. Never

theless the increase in the number of neutrons caused by the uranium sphere 

is about twice as large for radium-beryllium neutrons than for radium-boron 

neutrons and this must be interpreted by assuming that t he number of excess 
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neutrons ( Y - 1) liberated by radium-beryllium neutrons is about twice as 

large than for radium-boron neutrons. This does not necessarily mean that 

the number of neutrons emitted in connectio:r: with fission is actually larger 

by this factor for radium-beryllium neutrons since we cannot exclude the 

possibility of an n - 2n reaction in u238. An increase in the number of 

neutrons per fission with increasing neutron energy car. come about in either 

of two ways. The neutron can suffer an inelastic collision in u238 and nay 

leave behind a u238 nucleus sufficiently highly excited to undergo fission 

and this would simulate an apparent increase in or there may be a genuine 

increase in inasmuch as a faster neutron may, if captured, get to a highly 

excited u239 nucleus which may disintegrate with the emission of a larger 

number of neutrons. 

The fission neutrons from thermal fission of u235 appear to reach 

appreciably higher energies than the radium-boron neutrons though they are 

on the whole less energetic than the radium-beryllium neutrons. This 

contention is supported by a comparison of the radioactivities induced by 

these three categories of neutrons by means of n- p,n- which was 

carried out by B. Feld's group. In the circumstances, we would probably 

underestimate the value of for fission neutron if we used the value 

of = taken from the experiment with radiun-boron neutrons. The value 

of = 1.187, which is close to the upper limit but within the experi-

mente.l accuracy still consistent with the measurement carried out for 

radium-boron neutrons, may until further notice be used as a sort of con-

ventional value which is most likely still too low for fission neutrons 

and therefore on the conservative side. 
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December 1, 1943 
L. Szilard 

The neutron balance in a fast neutron chain reaction maintail'led 

in a large mass of ural'lium enriched in 49 depends primarily on the nut1ber 

of neutrons emitted in the fission of 49 and on the contribution of fission 

of u238 to the chain reaction. The most favorable case for a maximum 

contribution of u238 is the oase of a mixture of u238 with a small amount 

of 49f...~ absence of acy other elements which might dow d~wf.eutrons 
Gy inelastic collisions or otherwise, • ) 

The contribution of u238 fission to such a fast neutron chain 
{r~-<~~~~~~ 

reaction can be estimateCf) in the followil'1..g manner: /. ~ , 
<A..... ~~~ -'-? ~~ 
~ sphere of uranium;is placed in the center of a spherical 

cavity in a large paraffin block. A radium-boron neutron source is placed 

in the center of the uranium sphere and by measuring the intensity of the 

indium resonance neutrons in the paraffin the total number of neutrons 

emerging from the uranium sphere is compared with the number of neutrons 

emitted from the radium boron source in the absence of the uranium sphere. 

A measurenent of this type carried out by the group of B. Feld gave, for 

a given sized uraniuo sphere, an increase in the number of neutrons by a 
~;:; ~- -

factor of 1.053. This increase is due to ~jproduoed in u238 by the 
-,v ..... d..~~.-,. 

--boron neutrons. 

Another experiment carried out with the same urani~de in 

the following; way: A radium- boron source was placed in the cel"'ter of the 
(U.--r--.1 

uraniun sphere which was supported free in ~removed from the wa ll s 

and other scattering material and the number of fissions caused by the 

radium-boron neutrons which emerged from the urar ium sphere wns observed. 
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This number was found to be about .6$ of the number obtai11ed from the 

radium-boron source in the absence of the uranium s~rom these 
·~ (_~ 

two ~we can now estimate if w9 make certailj as.sumptf"on~eh 11iH 
~~~/_...- '£.(80 

w spee ifie!i belv'f'the number/'1frtleutrons w;M d ill iss 1 iberated from 
~ ~ 

u238 if~ fast fission neutron ~ released in an infinite mass of uranium. 
---_A-.-~4---

In order to be able to conclude~ experiments we have to assume that 
JLc_ (qr( ~ ~~ 

for om- purposes! the spectrum of the fission neutro~is zaffic · : 'l;l- t-~~ 
~~ IV ~~4, 

ai~Hea ~ the spe~e radium-boron neutrons , !!filii hat th~ ~ ~ 

properties of th~ radiation which emerges fr~m the uranium spher dosr 
~~ 

not appreciably differ with respect to · · sian in u238 and with 

~---t ~ ~ 
respect to)inelastic colli ion in u238 from the propertJ of the neutron 

radiation emitted by the radium-boron If these assumptions are 

made we may vniite for the total number of neutrons that would be liberated 

~ 
by fission neutron in an infinite mass of u238 

This is probably a pessimistic estimate and the number to be 

expected is larger for the following reasons: By comparing radiun-beryl-

lium neutrons with radium-boron neutrons it was found that these two neutron 

spectra do not appreciably differ with respect to cross section for in

elastic collision in u238 or with respect to fission cross section in u238. 

Nevertheless the increase in the nunber of neutrons caused by t e uranium 

sphere is about twice as large for radium-berylliun neutrons than for 

radium-boron neutrons and this must be interpreted by assuni11~ that the 

number of excess neutrons (y - 1) liberated by radium-berylliuD neutrons 

is about twice as large than for radium-boron ~eutrons. This does not ~~/ 
~',....~~~~ 

necessarily mean that the number of neutrons emitted ~(fission is actually 
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larger by this factor for radium beryllium neutrons since we cannot ex
t"'h..- 2 ~ 

elude the possibility of an t:Pd '" PJ uJ.. reaction in u238. An increase in J/ J' 
<-i.f ~"" c,; C../;. 

the number of neutrons per fiss ior. with increas ir.g neutror. energy )can come ~ I 

about in either of two ways. The neutron can suffer an irelastic collision 

in u238 and may leave behind a u238 nucleus sufficiently highly excited 

to undergo fission and this would simulate an apparent increase in )I or 

there may be a genuine increase in V inasmuch as a faster neutron may(if 

t d t to a highly excited u239 nucleus which may disirtegrate with cap ure 
1

ge 
1 

, 

the emission of a larger number of neutror.s 

would lead us to expect that fission neutrons 

of neutrons in a large mass of 

reason for this expectation is the fact that 

~~~~~~~~~~~--

two mechanisms 

1 liberate a larger number 
~~· 

r dium-boron neutrons / The 

eriments in which the 

intensity of various N - and N - p proces es were observed for radiun-

boron. u235 fission and radium-berylliu neutrons showed that those 

processes would require high energies r more strongly excited by radium-

berylliun neutrons than by radiun-b ron neutrons and that the fission 

neutrons from u235 were ir these two types of r.eutrors. Until 

further evider.ce becomes availa e we shall use therefore a somewhat 

higher value for than the alue given above, namely the vaJue of 

, which represents somet . ing like the upper limit for radium-heron 
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